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SOME PRODUCT FORMULAE FOR NONSIMPLY

CONNECTED SURGERY PROBLEMS

R. J. MILGRAM AND ANDREW RANICKI

Abstract. For an n-dimensional normal map /: M" -» N" with finite fundamental

group w,(Ar) = v7 and PL 1 torsion kernel Z[7r]-modules Kt(M) the surgery

obstruction »,(/)6tJ(Z[»]) is expressed in terms of the projective classes

[Kt(M)] s K0(Z[tr]), assuming K,(M) — 0 if n = 2i. This expression is used to

evaluate in certain cases the surgery obstruction o,(g) s L'm + „(Z[iTx X tt]) of the

(m + n )-dimensional normal map g = 1 X /: M, X M -» Mx X N defined by

product with an m-dimensional manifold A/,, where w, = irx(Mx).

A key problem in surgery theory is to understand how to calculate the surgery

obstructions for surgery problems

(*) /: M" -■> N"

where / is a degree 1 normal map and M", N" are closed n-dimensional manifolds.

C. T. C. Wall [20] has pointed out that the problem (*) determines an element

«(/) e fl„K(*> x G/TOP> bmn) x (Pt-))

and there is a map

e: Q*(B„ilN) X G/TOP, BWi{N) X {pt.}) - L*{vx(N))

so that the surgery obstruction ct*(/) is e(a(f)).

Wall also pointed out that if trx(N) is finite, then a(f) is already determined by

restriction to the 2-Sylow subgroup of irx, and the groups L+(tt) have been

extensively studied when tt is a finite 2-group. (See e.g. Pardon [12], Carlsson-

Milgram [3, 5], Hambleton-Milgram [9], Wall [21] and Bak-Kolster [1].) Indeed the

projective L-groups L+(tt) are completely known, and the groups Lhm(ir) and L%(m)

are effectively computable in tems of certain additional facts about K0(Z[tr]) and

Wh(tr).

So further progress depends on studying the map e. For the projective L groups

L%(tt) with it a finite 2-group, this was done by L. Taylor-B. Williams [18] and

independently by I. Hambleton [8]. But for the more basic case of L+(it) our

information is much more limited. There are some key examples (Cappell-Shaneson

[2], Taylor-Williams [18]) which show that this problem is much harder, but general

information is hard to come by.
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384 R J MILGRAM AND ANDREW RANICKI

In this note we initiate an attack on this problem from a different direction, that

of product formulae for surgery obstructions.

Under certain circumstances we demonstrate the existence of "semicharacteristic

classes" and relate the surgery obstructions of surgery problems of the form

(**) id xf: Mx X M -> Mx X N

with 7tx(Mx) = irx and itx(N) = ir to a certain product Xi^C-^i)' tr(°*(/)) m

Li(trx X 77), or when appropriate simplifying conditions are not present, to a

formula only slightly more complicated (Theorems 3.3 and 3.4).

These results are applied in §4 to give a direct proof of the Morgan-Pardon,

Taylor-Williams result for the group tr = Z/2 X Z/4, which is the simplest case in

which a surgery obstruction occurs which is trivial in L%(it) but not in L^(tr), and

provide the main intuitions for the key step in [10], where ideas of Clauwens [6] are

used to completely classify surgery obstructions for closed manifolds with finite

fundamental group crossed with the Kervaire problem.

We thank Ian Hambleton for a careful reading of a preliminary version and some

valuable comments.

1. Evaluating the surgery obstruction. In this section we study the question of when

the surgery obstruction o-„(/) e Ln(Z[ir]) of an ^-dimensional normal map /:

M —> N with trx(N)= it is determined only by the kernel Z[w]-modules

Km(M) = ker(A: H*(M) -+ H*(N)).

Example 1.0. If K+(M) = 0, then / is normal bordant to a homotopy equivalence

and am(f) = 0 e Lhn(Z[tt]). (If also rx(M) = nx(N) = it, then / is a homotopy

equivalence).   □

Our main tool will be the Rothenberg exact sequence of Ranicki [13] relating the

free L-groups Ll(Z[ir]) to the projective L-groups L£(Z[it]) and the projective

class group K0(Z[tr])

(1.1)     •••  ^Hn(Z2,K0(Z[v]))^Lhn(Z[TT])^Lf;(Z[TT])

-^Hn_x{Z2,k0(Z[-n}))-+  ■■■.

Example 1.2. If the kernel modules K+(M) are f.g. projective, with Kt(M) = 0

when n = 2i, then

**(/) = 3(   L   (-)y[^(M)])eim(3:/YM(Z2,jre0(Z[W]))-L^(Z[W])).
V j<n/2 I

(See Corollary 2.3 for a proof.)   □

We shall obtain an analogous result for normal maps /: M" -* N" of closed

oriented manifolds with finite fundamental group irx(N) = m, such that the kernel

modules K+(M) are torsion of projective length 1. In Theorems 1.11 and 1.14 we

shall prove that the surgery obstruction of such a normal map with simply-connected

Kervaire invariant 0 if n = 4k + 2 and Kf(M) = 0 if n = 2i + 1 is given by

«.(/) = 3(   I   (-)Jx(^(M)))^im(a:Jryn(Z2,Jre0(Z[7r]))-L;(Z[W]))
\j<n/2 I

with x(Xj(M)) g Xq(Z[77]) the projective characteristic.
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We shall be making extensive use of the commutative braid of exact sequences

(1.3)

Lhm+i(Ql"]) - LPiTiZ[ir])        -        Hn_xiZ2,K0iZ[*]))

\ / \ /"

Lhn$iZ[«]) L,f(Z[H)

/ \ / \

H„iZ2,K0(Z[„])) - LJ(Z[»]) - L"„iQU\)

incorporating (1.1) and the localization exact sequences of Pardon [11], Ranicki [16],

Carlsson-Milgram [4]

• • •  - L,f;T(ZM) - L>{Z[*\) - L"n(Q[TT}) - L,rr(Z[tr])

• • •  - L*ff(Z[»]) - IJ(Z[»]) - LJKfiM) - Ifi-(ZM) -  • • • ,
as well as the analogue of (1.1) for the torsion L-groups

ator

• • • - H„iZ2, K0(Z[v])) - Lhnff{Z[tr}) - LPfx'{Z[tr})

- Hn_x{Z2, K0(Z[v])) -  ■••.

The inclusion Z[w] -» (2[w] induces maps L£(Z[it]) -» L£((2[w]) from the projec-

tive L-groups of Z[w] to the free L-groups of Q[tr], since for every f.g. projective

Z[ir]-module P the induced (2[7r]-module Q ®z p is f.g. free, by the theorem of

Swan.

The action of Z2 on AT0(Z[w]) is by the duality involution

• :tf0(Z[»])-»£0(Z[ir]);[P]-[*•],

using the involution on Z[w]

": Z[w] -» Z[tt]; a = £ ngg -» a =  £ "gg^1
ge?r ge»

to define a left Z[7r]-action on the dual f.g. projective Z[7r]-module

P* = Homzw(P, Z[n])

of a f.g. projective left Z[w]-module P by

Z[w] XP*- P*; (a,<t>) - (x - *(»*)■

Thus the homology Z2-groups appearing in (1.1) and (1.3) are given (as usual) by

h(z iUz[„m    {^]g^o(zM)l[^]+(-)Vl-o}
"( 2'   o(  L J))"   ([fi]-(-)"[fi']|[(l]^,(zM)}   '

The even-dimensional L-group L2ni(Z[ir]) (resp. L2,(Z[w])) is the Witt group of

nonsingular (- )'-quadratic forms

(K,X: KXK^ Z\m\, p: K-* Q(.d(Z[m\) = Z[v]/{a -{-)'a\a s Z[«r]})

on f.g. projective (resp. free) Z[ir]-modules A". Nonsingular means that the adjoint

of X is a Z [ it ]-module isomorphism

AX: K^>K*;x -» (y->\(x,y)).
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Given a f.g. projective Z[7r]-module L, there is defined a hyperbolic nonsingular

(— )'-quadratic form with lagrangian (= subkernel) L

H{_xi(L) = (L © L*, X: L © L* -+ Z[-rt}; ((x,4>), (y,0))

^$(y)+(-yJ(x~j, p: L©L*-»0(_,/(Z[,r]);(x,<fr)-*(*))

such that Jc/(_)/(L) = 0eLf,(Z[w]) (resp. = 0 e L^(Z[tt]) if L is free). For

/? = 2/ the map 3 in (1.1) is given by

3: H2i{Z2,K0{Z[*})) - L*,(Z[W]); [L] - ff(_,i(L).

Remark 1.4. An element jc g L2i(Z[ir]) is the image 3(y) of the element

y G H2l(Z2, KQ(Z[ir])) if and only if x is represented by a (-)'-quadratic form

(K, X,p) on a f.g. free Z[7r]-module AT which admits a f.g. projective lagrangian

L cz K such that

[L]=yGtf2,(Z2,/C0(ZM))-    □

The odd-dimensional L-group L2,-+1(Z[w]) (resp. L2, + 1(Z[7r])) is the Witt group

of ( — )'-quadratic formations (K,X,p;  F,G), with (K, X,p) a nonsingular ( — )'-

quadratic form and F, G projective (resp. free) lagrangians. For n = 2/ + 1 the map

3 in 1.2 is given by

o: H2l + x(Z2,K0(Z[ir])) ^ Lh2l + x(Z[Tr]);

[P] -> (//(_)/'(P © - P)\ P © - P, P ®{-P)*)

with P, -P f.g. projective Z[7r]-modules such that P © (-P) and P © (-P)* are

f.g. free Z[77]-modules.

A Z[7r]-module M is said to have projective length 1 (PL 1 for short) if it admits a

f.g. projective Z[tt]-module resolution 0 —* Px —» P0 —> M -» 0. We shall be prim-

arily concerned with PL 1 torsion Z[w]-modules M, assuming throughout that it is

a finite group.

Remark 1.5. If M is a f.g. torsion Z[7r]-module such that (\M\, \tr\) = 1, then M

is PL 1. (See e.g. Carlsson-Milgram [3].)   □

A Z[7r]-module M is said to have free length 1 (FPL 1 for short) if it admits a f.g.

free Z[7r]-module resolution 0 -> Fx -* F0 — M -> 0. A PL 1 module M has a

projective characteristic

X(M)=[P0]~[P1]GA%0(Z[W]).

such that M is FPL 1 if and only if x( M) = 0.
The torsion L-groups L£-,or(Z[7r]) (resp. L^tor(Z[7r])) are the Witt groups of +

quadratic structures on PL 1 (resp. FPL 1) torsion Z[m]-modules.

The torsion dual of a PL 1 torsion Z[77]-module M is the PL 1 torsion

Z[7r]-module defined by

MA=HomZM(M,eM/zM),

with

Z[it] X Ma- Ma; (a,4>) -» (jc -» «f>(x)a).
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The dual of a f.g. projective resolution of M

0-P,-ip0^M-*0

is the f.g. projective resolution of M A

0 -» Pl?'^Px*e-*M*-> 0,

with

eA. p.^M«.f^L(X)^!izy\

(xeP0, y & Px, s cz Z - {0}, sx = dy & P0).

The projective characteristic of the torsion dual is thus given by

X(M A) = [P*] - [P0*] = -x(M)* e K0iZ[v]).

The even-dimensional torsion L-group L£.'tor(Z[7r]) (resp.  L2;tor(Z[7r])) is the

Witt group of nonsingular (-)'-quadratic linking forms

iK,X:KxK^ Q[tt]/Z[it], p: K - G(_)i(eM/Z[ir]))

on PL 1 (resp. FPL 1) torsion Z[7r]-modules K. Nonsingular means that the adjoint

of X defines a Z[w]-module isomorphism

AX: K^KA;x-+ (y->X(x,y)).

In order to describe the map

3tOT: H2i.x(Z2,k0{Z[-u])) - L$r(Z[vr])

appearing in (1.3), note first that for any f.g. projective Z[w]-module P there exists a

PL 1 torsion Z[w]-module L such that

x(l) = [p]g/<0(zK]),

since Q <2>z P is a f.g. free Q[ "^-module by Swan's theorem, so that there exists an

integral lattice Z[7r]m c P and L = P/Z[ir]m will do. Now for any PL 1 torsion

Z[it]-module L there is defined a hyperbolic (-)'-quadratic linking form with

lagrangian L

W'h^i'r !)•»-(? I))
exactly as the hyperbolic form H{_J(P) = (P © P*, \, p) but with the torsion dual

L A in place of the projective dual P*, such that H(t°I)i(L) = 0 G L£,tor(Z[w]) (resp.

Hf°_\i(L) = 0 g L*;,or(Z[7r]) if L is FPL 1). The map 3tor is given by

3'°r: H2i_x(Z2,K0(Z[tt])) - L*r(Z[ff]); [P] - Hfti(L),

with L any PL 1 torsion Z[7r]-module such that x(L) = [P] e K0(Z[ir]). The

torsion analogue of Remark 1.4 holds:

Remark 1.6. An element x g Lh2fT(Z[tT}) is the image 3tor(y) of y g

H2f_x(Z2, K0(Z[ir])) if and only if x is represented by a (-)'-quadratic linking

form (K, X, p) on an FPL 1 torsion Z[w]-module K which admits a PL 1 torsior

lagrangian L cz K such that

x(L)=yeH2i_x(Z2,K0(Z[v])).    □
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The odd-dimensional torsion L-group L2f°\(Z[ir]) (resp. L2f°\(Z[ir])) is essen-

tially the Witt group of nonsingular (-)'-quadratic linking formations (K,X,p;

F, G), with F, G PL 1 (resp. FPL 1) torsion lagrangians of the (-)'-quadratic linking

form (K,X,p), together with some extra structure needed to capture the Kervaire

invariant in L2(Z)—the precise definition need not detain us here.

Explicit calculations for the groups and the sequences in (1.3) are made in

Carlsson-Milgram [5] and Hambleton-Milgram [9]. Indeed, from [5] we have

Lemma 1.7. For any finite 2-group it

Lxor-p(Ztr) = (Z/2)\        Lf-P(Z-n) = Lf'h(Z2tr) = (Z/2)d

where c, d are explicit functions of the rational group ring Qtr.    □

A nontrivial element in L3or-p(Ztr) is sent by 3 to the nontrivial Z/2 in

L^(Z) = Lh2(Z) = Z/2. Recall that the Z/2 in Lh2(Z) is the Kervaire invariant, and

that the identification of the set of degree-one normal maps /: M" -» N" with the

set of homotopy classes of maps [TV,G/CAT] allows one to get an explicit formula

for the Kerviare obstruction. Indeed, from the work of Rourke and Sullivan [17],

(see in particular Wall [20]), we have that there exists classes k4j+2 G

H4i + 2(G/CAT, Z/2) so that

(»-8) o*(f) = lv2tf*(k4i+2),[M]\^Z2

where a+( /) is the Kervaire invariant of the surgery problem induced by the map /:

M -> G/CAT. (Here, V is the total Wu class of M.)

A. Surgery below the middle dimension.

Proposition 1.9. Let f: M" -> N" be a normal map of closed n-dimensional

manifolds with itx(N) = m finite, such that the kernel Z[tr]-modules K+(M) are PL 1

torsion. For each j < n/2, f is normal bordant to a (j — \)-connected normal map

y</>. a/(./> -» /v with kernel modules

0 if r < j or r > n — j,

PjQKjiM)     ifr=j,

*r(M<")-    K{M) ifj<r<n-j,

P* ifr — n—j,

where P; is a f.g. projective Z[tr]-module such that

[Pj} = (-)J[Li-)rx(Kr(M)))^k0(z[n]).
\ r<j '

Proof. We shall make repeated use of the next lemma, whose proof is obvious.

Lemma 1.10. Given a f.g. projective Z[m]-module P and a PL I torsion Z[m]-mod-

ule K, there exists a surjection of a f.g. free Z[ir]-module F

(ce):F=Z[Tr]m^P(BK,
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in which case Q = ker((cff): F -* P © K) is a f.g. projective Z[ir]-module with a short

exact sequence

d <e)

0-Q^F^P®K^O

such that

X(K)+[P]+[Q] = 0^K0(Z[v]).

The torsion dual K A fits into the exact sequence

c* d* eA

0 -> p* -+f* -» Q* -» A~A-> 0.   □

Assume inductively that /(/): M(y> -» N has already been constructed for some

j < n/2 - 1. By the lemma, there exists a surjection

(ce):F=Z[*r^KJ(M^) = Pj(BKJ(M)

with kernel Q = PJ + X, a f.g. projective Z[m]-module, such that

[P^]=-[Pj]-x(KjiM)) = i-y+1{   ZZ   (-)rx(Kr(M)))^K0{Z[n]).

Let /(/ + 1): M(J+1) -* N be the normal map obtained from fU) by surgery on m

disjoint framed embedded spheres SJ c A/(7) representing the corresponding m

Z[7r]-module generators of Kj(MU)). The trace normal bordism is denoted by

(gO+i); /0)t/0+«): (WO+D; M<», A/<>+1)) ~*Nx(l; 0,1),

and is such that

KpU+D = jvfO) x 7UU5yxZ)«-j U ZV'+1 X £>"">

= Mu+i) X / UUD,+ > Xj,-;-, U DJ + l X D"~J

= M0)Uus; U £M'+1

= A/(^ + 1)Uus„-,-i U D"-j.

It follows that

K(WV+1) M<J))=IF    lfr=J + l>

r{ ' '     \0     if r + /+1,

A:r(W>+1),M^+1))=  F*   ifr = "->'

and hence that

Kr(Wu+1)) = ATr(M(^)   if r*j,j+ 1,

^(jp-O+W) . ATr(M°+1))    if r#n -/- l,n -/.
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The exact sequences

0    -»     KJ+1{M<»)     -»     KJ+l(W"+1))     -»     KJ+x(WU+l\M^)

- Kj(MU)) - Kj(Wu+1)) -   0,

0    -   KH_j(MV+1))   -»     *„-,(Wu+1))     -»   ATB_y(ir^+1),MW+1))

- ^.^(M"^)   -        ^.^(JF^1') -    0

are naturally identified with the exact sequences

/ X    ̂  / /J0) («' / N
0 - KJ + X(M) - Py+1 © K] + X(M) ^F^Pj® KjiM) - 0 - 0,

0 -» 0 -» P/ £ F* - P,* , - tf,-(M) - 0

respectively, with d: PJ+X -* F the inclusion. In particular,

*,+1(Mu+1)) = P,+1 © *,+1(A/),    tf,(A/<>+i)) = 0,

^-r.(^+") = P/+1,    A-n_,(MO+1>) = 0,

establishing the inductive step.   □

Remark. The quadratic kernel of an w-dimensional normal map /:  M" -* N"

with trx(N) = tt is an «-dimensional quadratic Poincare complex

(c:cn^cn^x^ ■■■ -Q-iq,,^)

with C a f.g. free Z[7r]-module chain complex such that H+(C) = K^(M) and t/> a

quadratic structure, such that the surgery obstruction of / is determined by (C, yp)

M/)-(c,*)ei,(zM)

(Ranicki [15]). Proposition 1.9 can also be proved by algebraic surgery on (C, t//).    □

B. The even-dimensional case. The quadratic kernel (C,yp) of a 2/'-dimensional

normal map /: M2' -* TV2' determines a (-)'-quadratic form

(Kf(M), X: Kf(M) X K,(M) -* Z[ir], p: K,(M) - Q(_,i(Z[»]))

which is nonsingular if all the kernel Z[7r]-modules H+(C) = A"*(M) are f.g.

projective. In the (i - l)-connected case Kr(M) = 0 for r + i, Kt(M) can be

assumed to be f.g. free and (K:(M), X, p) is the geometric intersection form defined

by Wall [20].
For a (2/ + l)-dimensional normal map of manifolds with boundary

(g,dg): (W2l+\dW) ^ (V2,+1,dV)

the form (X, p) on Kt(aW) restricts to (0,0) on the submodule

im(3: Kl + x(W,oW) -> K,(aW)) C K,(aW).

If the kernel modules K^(aW), KM( W) are all f.g. projective, then

im{Kl+x(W,dW)^K,(oW))
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is a projective lagrangian of (Kf(dW), X, p). In particular, this is the case if (g, 3g)

is (/ - l)-connected, with Kr(oW) = Kr(W) = 0 for r =£ i, when the lagrangian is

in fact free.

Theorem 1.11. Let f: M2' -» N2' be a normal map of closed 2i-dimensional

manifolds with tr1(N) = m finite and K+(M) PL 1 torsion, and such that for odd i the

Kervaire invariant a*(f) G L2,(Z[{1}]) = Z2 is 0. Then the surgery obstruction of fis

given by

o,(f) = 4(-)'Li-)Jx(KJ(M)))
\ j<i I

g im(3: H2l(Z2, K0{Z[«])) -* I^(Z[»])).

Proof. From Proposition 1.9 we have a normal bordant (/' - 2)-connected normal

map /<'-»: M('-1) -» N such that

0 if r < i - 1 or r > i + 1,

/ P,.,©*,.^)     ifr-i-1,

^(M<'"1))=    ATf(M) ifr-I,

/,*, ifr = i + l,

with P,_, a f.g. projective Z[7r]-module such that

[P,-i]'(-)"l[  I (-Wl/MDle^zH).
v«-i /

By Lemma 1.10 there exists a surjection of a f.g. free Z[7r]-module

(J): F-Z[f]" - ^_x(«(,-1>) = P,-t © *,_!<*),

and P; = ker((^): P -» Kf_x(M{'~l))) is a f.g. projective Z[w]-module fitting into a

short exact sequence

0 -» P, ^F^Pf_x © A',-_1(M) -» 0

such that

[*i] = -[P,-i] ~ x(*,-i(*)) = (-)'( E (-)yX.(^(M))) g *fl(Z[«]).
V/<' i

Let /(,): M{,) -> N be the (z - l)-connected normal map obtained from /(,_1) by

surgery on the corresponding m Z[7r]-module generators of Kj_x(M('~l)). The trace

normal bordism

(g(,); /(,~1),/(0): (^<0; 3f<'-«,JI/(,>) ->NX(I; 0,1)

is such that

jp<o_ M('-1)X/UUS,-.XD,+1 UD' XD'+1

= M(,) X / U uo,x5, U D' X Di+1

» A/('_1)Uus,-i U D' a M(0UUS( U D'+1.
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It follows that

*,<■"«. *«-»>-(J ;;-;;
KlWv\Mw)- [F*    ifr-i + 1,

'     \0       if r #1 + 1,

and hence that

Kr(Ww) = JSrr(M('-l))    if r* i- l,i

A^W <'») = A"r(A/('>)        ifr*i,i + l.

The exact sequences

0 -» ^(M*'-1') -» ^(^<'>) -> jr,(W<'>,A#<'-«) - ^(A/*'"1')

0 -> ^■^(H'"1, M1'"" U M<") ^ ^(M""11 U M(/|, M'1"11)       (= K,(M(n))

-» Kt(W('\ M('~l)) -> A",(W(,), A/0"1' U A/(,)) -» 0,

0 - tf,+1(M<") - ^,+1(^<") - K,+1(W<", A/«>)

-* jFC,.(M(,)) -♦^i.(»'«,'))-»0

are naturally identified with the exact sequences

(?) (d 0)     Ve)
0 -> tf,(A/)->P,ffi K,(M) -> F-+Pt_x © K,_x(M)-^0^0,

(?) (dO)     (J)
0 ^ P* - P,. © P* -* P ->• P,_! © AT,_,(A/) -» 0,

c* U*j 0     f»
o^o- p,* , -> p* - p, © p,*   ->   p,. © a:,(m) -► o,

respectively, and in particular

K,_X(M") = Ki+X(M^) = 0,        *,(A/<'>) = Pf © P,*.

The (- /-quadratic forms (^(A/""11), X^V-1'), (tf,(A/(/)), X(")ri<") are such

that (X('"1), /i(/_1)) © -(X(/), jtt0') restricts to (0,0) on

im( AT, + 1(lf"», A/"-1' U M(/)) -► ̂(A/('_1) U A/("))

= {(<?A(x),0,;t)|;ceP,*} ctf,(A/)e/»,«?,*

with <? A: P* -> /:,_,(A/) A= #,(M) a surjection. Thus for all x, y e P*

\'"(^) = r«(«AW/(j))ez[4

pi"(i)-(iH(«*W)«y(zl4
Since K,(M"~l)) - tf,(A/) is torsion,

X<'~"(/:,.(A/) X A",(M)) c (torsion subgroup of Z[tt]) = 0 c Z[ir],

so that X('_1)-0. Thus

X("(P,* X P,*) - Xu-l){Kt(M) X a:,(a/)) = 0
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and Pf* is a projective lagrangian of the nonsingular (-)'-symmetric form (A",( Af0)),

X(") on the f.g. free Z[w]-module K,(Min) = P, © Pf*. For all z g K,_x(M(i~l))

\<'-li(z,z) = 0 = ji<'-l)(z) +(-)V<'"1)(z) e Z[w],

so that

M(-)(r) = /i(-i)(^.(A/))

C "'(Z* ZW) =     (4-(-)^6ZH)     " MZW)"

For / even Hf(Z2, Z[ir]) = 0 (since a -> a is the oriented involution on Z[w]), so

that P* is a projective lagrangian of the (- /-quadratic form (iC,(A/(,)), X(,),/i(,)).

It is now immediate from Remark 1.4 that the surgery obstruction is given by

aJ/) = (^(M"»),X<",/i<')) = 3([P,*])

e im(3: H2i(Z2; K0(Z[*])) - l4,(Z[»]))

and Theorem 1.11 is proved in this case.

For /' odd Hf(Z2, Z[ir]) is a direct sum of copies of Z2, one for each element in it

of order 1 or 2. It remains to understand the failure of /x(,)(P,*) to be 0.

First consider the localization exact sequence

• • • - L*'°'(ZM) - L\{ZU]) - L*(g[*]) - • • • .

Since /:   A/ -» A7 is a rational homotopy equivalence, the surgery obstruction

«".(/) = (A-((A/<"), X<'V°) e Lj(Z[»D has

0«*(/)-OeZ,$(fi[w]).

(Alternatively, note that Q ® Pf is a free lagrangian of Q ® (A",(A/(,)), X(/),ji(0).)

Thus the surgery obstruction must come from the torsion L-group. Moreover, since

we are dealing with a closed manifold surgery obstruction with finite fundamental

group, the restriction to the Sylow-2-subgroup determines the surgery obstruction,

and we may assume from now on that it is a finite 2-group. But the image of

L^Xor(Z[ir]) in L2(Z[ir]) is well understood in the oriented case of a finite 2-group.

In particular, the image of a*(/) in L2(Z[m]) is either 0 or restricts to the

simply-connected Kervaire problem (see e.g. Hambleton [8] or Taylor and Williams

[18]). As we have assumed that the Kervaire invariant of / is 0, we thus have

*(/) - 0 e Lf(Z[w]).
To complete the proof, we proceed to analyze the (- l)-quadratic form (Kf(MU)),

X(",/i(")with

(*,(tf<V>)-(?,•#»,•,(;?!    I)).
In view of Remark 1.4 it suffices to prove that the (- l)-quadratic form defined on

the f.g. free Z[w]-module K = P, © Pf © P, © Pf by

(V,*,t) = {Kf(M"),X«\^)®[Pf®Pf,[\    J),(J    J))
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is such that (V,$,y\>) = 0 g Lh2(Z[tt]). Now F = 0 © Pf © P, © 0 is a free

lagrangian of the (-1/symmetric form (V, <f>). Also,

(C,f^a,(/) = 0eLf(Z[4

so (V, (j>, yp) admits a projective lagrangian L.

Lemma 1.12. Let (V,d>,yp) be a nonsingular (-\)-quadratic form over Z(ir), it a

finite 2-group, such that (V, <j>) admits a free lagrangian F and (V,(p,yp) admits a

projective lagrangian L. Then (V,<p,yp) admits a free lagrangian.

Proof. Since K0(Z2(tr)) = 0, L = Z2 ®z L is Z2(77) free. Moreover, since L is a

lagrangian V = L © L* so Z2 <8>z V = L © L*. Let /, • • • /m, ff ■ ■ ■ f* be a basis

for L and L*, respectively, and suppose ex • ■ ■ em, ef • • • e* are bases for F, and

F*, respectively. Now, project p: L -> F, where p is projection rel P*. We claim it

is possible to choose L so that p is an isomorphism. Indeed, the Jacobson radical J

in Z2(tr) satisfies Z2(tt)/J = F2, the field with two elements and tensoring over

Z2(7r) with F2 we obtain p: F2m (= F2 ® L) -^ P2m. If p(f\),..., p(ff) are indepen-

dent, but if p(fr+x) is dependent on the previous r vectors, then p(fr*+,) must be

independent of p(fx),...,p(fr). Hence, after a finite number of interchanges, the

claim is true over F2. But this implies the truth of the claim over Z2(w) by standard

arguments. Hence there is an a g GLm(Z2(ir)) so that p • a = I, i.e.

Pi<*ifi)) = e„       1 < i < m.

The element

(o     (a-*0)-1)"8^'

and it is possible to choose fx,...,fm such that p(ff) = et, 1 < /' < m. But then

Si = *, + zZ0uef

with the dfj g Z2(tt). Approximating these dfj (mod2) by elements in Z(ir) which

we denote 6L, we have that

/ = e, + Z^jeJ

form the basis of a free lagrangian of (V, <p, yp). This completes the proof of the

lemma, and hence also the theorem.   □

The following example illustrates the necessity for the assumption that the

Kervaire invariant be zero in Theorem 1.11.

Example 1.13. Let /<3): M(3) = 53 X S3 -> N = S6 be the 2-connected 6-dimen-

sional normal map with Kervaire invariant

a,(/«») = let6(Z) = Z2>

so that

(/:3(A/<3)),x<3',rx<3>) = (z©z,(_°1   J),(J   I)).
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Let /(2): A/<2) -» N be the normal bordant 1-connected normal map obtained from

/(3) by surgery on (2,0) g K3(M0)) = Z ® Z, with trace

(g<3). /(2),/(3)); (^0). m<2),M<3)) -» N x(J; 0,1).

Then

(*3(A/<2>),X<2V2>) = (Z2,0,1),        K2(M<2>) = Z2

and (X<2), iu(2>) © - (X(3), /x(3)) restricts to (0,0) on the image of

[>\
0     : A:4(H^(3), A/(2) U A/<3>) = Z -» A~3(A/<2) U A/(3)) = Z2 © Z © Z.

\ 1  /

In particular,

pO)(0 © Z) = pi2)(Z2) = 1 # 0 G 0-i(Z) = Z2.    D

C. The odd-dimensional case. The quadratic kernel (C, yp) of a (2/ + 1/dimensional

normal map /: Af2,+1 -» A/2,+1 determines a (-)'+^quadratic linking form on the

torsion submodule Tt(M)cz Kt(M)

(P,(M),X: T,(M) X T,(M) - Q[tt]/Z[tt], p: Tt(M) - fi(_,/(e[»]/Z[»]))

which is nonsingular if the kernel modules K*(M) are PL 1 torsion, so that in

particular T:(M) = K:(M). In the (i - 1/connected case Kr(M) = 0 for r # i,

Kf(M) = Tf(M) is FPL 1 torsion and (K:(M), X,p) coincides with the geometric

linking form of Wall [19].

For a (2/ + 2)-dimensional normal map of manifolds with boundary (g, 3g):

(W2, + 2,aW) -* (V2i+2,aV) the linking form (X,p) on Tt(aW) restricts to (0,0) on

the submodule im(Ti+x(W,aW) -> Tt(aW)) c Tt(aW). If the kernel modules

K*(dW), K*(W) are all PL 1 torsion, then the submodule

im(Tf+x(W,dW) -> Tf(dW)) = im{Ki+x(W,aW) -* Kf(dW))

c r,(3W) = AT,(3ir)

is a PL 1 torsion lagrangian of (Tf(dW), X,p). Such is the case if (g,3g) is

(/ - 1/connected with Kr(dW) = Kr(W) = 0 for r * i and K,(dW) = Tt(dW),

Kf(W) = Tf(W) PL 1 torsion modules, when the lagrangian is in fact FPL 1 torsion.

A sublagrangian of a nonsingular (-)'+^quadratic linking from (K, X,p) on a

PL 1 torsion Z[7r]-module A" is a submodule L cz K such that

(i) L and K/L are PL 1 torsion modules,

(ii) (X, ju.) restricts to (0,0) on L,

(iii) the Z[w]-module morphism K -» LA; x -* (y -» X(x, y)) is onto.

It follows that the Z[w]-module Lx = ker(A" -» LA) is PL 1 torsion, as is Lx/L. A

lagrangian is a sublagrangian L such that L±= L, or equivalently such that the

sequence 0-»L-».TY->LA->0is exact. For any sublagrangian L there is induced

a nonsingular (-)' +'-quadratic linking form (L±/L, [X], [p]) such that the sub-

module

A= {(x, [x])|xgLx} c K®{L^/L)
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is a lagrangian of (K, X,p) © (L±/L, -[X], -[p]) isomorphic to L1 .If K is FPL

1 then

X(LX) = X(K) - x(L*) = -xUA) G *o(Z[»r]),

so that in the Witt group of nonsingular (-)' +^quadratic linking forms on FPL 1

torsion modules

(K,X,p) = [L^/L, [X],[p]) © H£ri(L) g L\ff2iZ[tr\).

In particular, if it is finite and L is a lagrangian

(K,X,p) = 3,or(X(L)) G im(3tOT: H2l+x(Z2; K0(Z[tt])) - L^+°2(Z[W]))

(cf. Remark 1.6).

Theorem 1.14. The surgery obstruction a,(/) G L2/+1(Z(7r)) of a normal map f:

M2, + l -» N2l + 1 of closed (2/ + l)-dimensional manifolds with trx(N) = tt finite and

Km(M) = T+(M) PL 1 torsion is the image of

(K,(M),X,p)®Hf°<y^(L) cz Lh2ff2(Z[TT]),

with L a PL 1 torsion Z[tT]-module such that

X(L) = (-)'( Z i-Yx{KjiM))) g t0(Z[w]).   D

Corollary 1.15. IfalsoKf(M) = 0, then

*(/)- 4i-YLi-)Jx{KjiM)))

G im(3: H2i + x(Z2, K0(Z[n])) -+ L*/+1(Z[*])).

Proof. Immediate from the theorem and the factorization
glor

3: H2i+l{Z2,K0(Z[w])) ^ Lh2??2iZ[ir]) ^ Lh2i+1(Z[v]).   O

Proof of the theorem. From Proposition 1.9 we have a normal bordant

(i — 1/connected normal map /(,): A/(,) -> N such that

0 if r < i or r > i + 1

Kr(M^)=    Pi®Kf(M)    if r = i

Pf if r = i + 1

with P, a f.g. projective Z(w/module such that

[p,] = (-)'(E(-)yx(^(Af)))eie0(zH).

Choose an integral lattice F = Z[ir]m c Pt, so that there is defined a PL 1 torsion

Z[ff]-module J = PJF with an exact sequence

d e
0 _» f _* j> _» / -» o,

and

X(/)=[P,]G^0(Z[W]).
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Surgery on the corresponding m elements of P, C Kf(M(l)) results in a normal

bordant (i - 1/connected normal map /(,+1): A/(, + 1) -» N with FPL 1 torsion

kernel /l,(A/(, + 1)). The trace normal bordism

(g(, + 1); /('\/(' + 1)): (W(,+1); A/<'\ Af<'+1>) -* N X(I; 0,1)

is such that

H/c + D = M(o x / uus,xD,+,D'+1 X £>'+1

= A/(,+1) X / UUD,+.XS, U D' + 1 X Di + i

- A/(,) U U5, U Z)'+1 a A/(/+1) U U5, U D'+1.

It follows that

K,(W<l+l\M<'>)-(*    {i/Zi+A'
\0      if r ¥= i + 1,

Kr(W(i+1\M<i+1))= [F*    Xr-i + 1,

and hence that

Kr(Wii+l)) = Kr(M^) = Kr(Mw)   if r # i,/ + 1.

The exact sequences

0 -» tf,+1(A/<'>) - *,.+1(W<'+1>) - */+1(^'+1\ A/«>)

-♦*,(*#<'>)-»jr,(IF<'+l>)-»0,

o -» *,.+1(a/<'+1>) - tfm(w(,+1)) -> a:i+1(^'+1), jif<'+«)

-» tf,(A/(,'+1))-» tf/(»'<'+1>)-»0,

o -» tf,+1(A/('> u a/(/+1)) -»tfm(*r(m))

-+ Ki + x(W(i+l), M(i) U M(' + 1») -> K,(M^ U M(, + 1>) -+ A:,(IT(' + 1)) -♦ 0

are naturally identified with the exact sequences

Id) fe    0\

0-* P? - Pf-* F-+P, ©#.(M)    <-»    y©AT,(A/)^0,

j* o ,       lo   1

0-»0-»P,*-»F*    -    V(BKf(M)    -*    JQK,iM)-*0,

'i   o   o'
0    0    1

0    A     0

0 -+ Pf X Pf -i Pf (BJA<BK,(M)       -^       P,. © Kf(M) © K © *,( A/)

(0    0    A;       0  \

1,0     1     0     -ll
-*       /©a:,(m)-o
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h k
with KaPLl torsion Z[7r]-module fitting into an exact sequence 0->J*->V->J

-» 0. The proof is completed by observing that the submodule

L = im(Kf+x(W{,+l), M(i) U Mu+1)) -> Kf(M(,) U M(, + 1), M(,)))

= /i(/A) c Ar,.(A/<,+1)) = V® K,(M)

is a sublagrangian isomorphic to J A of the nonsingular (-)' +^quadratic linking

form

(P,.(M" + 1») = K,(M<l+l)), X(' + 1)(iu(' + 1»)

such that

{L-/L,[X<- + »],[p^]) = (Kf(M),X,p),

so that the surgery obstruction

M/) = a,(/<'+") = a,(/">4 + 1(Z[,])

is the image of

(r,(M<' + 1>), X«+1\ rx<' + 1>) = (^(A/),X,M) ffi/7('-, + '(i) G L^+OT2(Z[7r]).

2. Algebraic surgery semi-invariants. In §1 we showed that the surgery obstruction

a^(f) cz Lh1(Z[tr]) of an ^-dimensional normal map /: M" -> N" with 7rx(N) = it

could in certain circumstances be expressed in terms of the projective semicharacter-

istic invariant

X1/2-   E (-)yx(j:y(AO)e*0(zM).
7<«/2

We shall now describe a general approach to such surgery semi-invariants using the

algebraic theory of Ranicki [15], for any ring A with involution ": A -» A; a -» a.

(See Davis and Ranicki [22] for a further development of this approach.) We assume

that the reader is already familiar with the definition of the quadratic L-groups

Lm(A) as the cobordism groups of quadratic Poincare complexes over A. In dealing

with quadratic Poincare pairs (/: C -> D, (8yp,yp) g Q„(f)) the terminology is

contracted to (D, C; Syp), and the algebraic mapping cone of / is denoted D/C.

The projective L-group Lff(A) is the cobordism group of M-dimensional quadratic

Poincare complexes (C, yp) over A, with C an ^-dimensional f.g. projective A-mod\ile

chain complex

d d

C: Cn^Cn_x -» •••  -» CX^C0.

The finiteness obstruction of C is the reduced projective class

[C}=  i(-)r[Cr]*K0(A)

r = 0

and is such that [C] = 0 if and only if C is chain equivalent to an n-dimensional

(stably) f.g. free /1-module chain complex. The free L-group Lhn(A) is the cobordism

group of ^-dimensional quadratic Poincare complexes (C, yp) over A such that C is
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an ^-dimensional f.g. free A -module chain complex. The forgetful maps Lhn(A) -*

Ljf(A); (C, yp) -* (C, yp) fit into an exact sequence

■ • • - Lh„(A) - Lp(A) - L£>h(A) -» L*_X(A) - • • •

with Lp-h(A) the relative cobordism group of H-dimensional quadratic Poincare

pairs (D,C; Syp) over A such that C is free and D is projective. See Chapter 2 of

Ranicki [16] for the definition of the relative cobordism group; in particular, (D, C;

Syp) represents 0 in Lp-h(A) if and only if it is the relative boundary of an

(n + 1/dimensional quadratic Poincare triad

Ic   ->    sc       \
i    r     i , ssyp

\D     ->     SD

with SC free and 8D projective.

The «-dual of an H-dimensional f.g. projective A -module chain complex

d d
c- C -» C      -»...-» r -» c

is the ^-dimensional f.g. projective /1-module chain complex

n d*        , ,   </*
c»-*. co _^ ci ^  ...  ^ c«-i _, c«

with C = Cf. The «-dual has finiteness obstruction

[C"-*] = (-y[C]*cz-K0(A).

If (C, ^) is an n-dimensional Poincare complex over A, then C"~* is chain

equivalent to C, so that

[c] = [c-*] = (-)"[c]*G/<0U)

representing an element [C] g H„_X(Z2, K0(A)). Similarly, for an ^-dimensional

quadratic Poincare pair (D, C; Syp) D/C is chain equivalent to D"* so that

[D]-[C] = (-)"[D]*czK0(A),

and for an (n + 1/dimensional quadratic Poincare triad (T,Syp) (as above)

8D/(D Uc SC) is chain equivalent to SD"+l  * so that

[SD] -[D]-[tC] +[C] = (-f + l)[8D}* cz K0(A).

Theorem 2.1. The finiteness obstruction defines isomorphisms

X: Lffh(A) - H„_X{Z2; K0(A)); (D,C; Syp) -» [D].

Proof. Apply the 5-lemma to the map of exact sequences

Lf,(A)     -     L,p(A)     -* LP-"(A) -     Lh„_x(A) -    LP_X(A)

4 1 |x i +

Lh„(A)     -     L>(A)     -     H„_X{Z2,K0(A))      X     L»n_x(A) -»    LJ^U)
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where the bottom sequence (of which (1.1) is the special case A = Z[tr]) was

obtained and proved exact in Ranicki [13].    □

Remark 2.2. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that there are defined isomorphisms

ker(L*(>0 - Lp(A)) - coker(Lp+x(A) -» Hn(Z2, K0(A)));

iC,+)-+[D]

sending a projectively null-cobordant free w-dimensional quadratic Poincare com-

plex (C,yp) to the finiteness obstruction [D] of any projective null-cobordism (D, C;

Syp). Remark 1.4 is an expression of this for forms and lagrangians, which is just the

(/' - l)-connected case for n = 2i.    □

Corollary 2.3. Let (C,\p) be an n-dimensional quadratic Poincare complex over A

such that the homology A-modules Hr(C) (0 < r < n) are f.g. projective, and such

that H,(C) = 0ifn = 2i. Then (C, 4>) = 0 e Lp(A), and if C is free then (C, <//) G
Lh„(A) is given by

(C,yp) = 3(xi/2(C)) g Lm(3: H„{Z2, K0(A)) -» Lh„(A)),

where the semicharacteristic is defined by

i

X,/2(C)=  L(-)r[Hr(C)} czK0(A)       (n = 2ior2i + l).

Proof. C is chain equivalent to the chain complex of homology modules

H(C): Hn(C)^Hn_x(C)^  ■■■  -» HX(C) - H0(C),

so that there is defined a projective null-cobordism (D, C; Syp) of (C, yp) with

D: H„(C) ^ Hn_x(C) -...-. Hi+x(C) - 0 -  • • •  - 0

such that

[D)=    t   (-r[/7,(C)] = [C]-x1/2(C)G/<0(.4).
r = i + 1

If [C] = 0 g AT0M/ then

[D] = -Xx/iiC) = Xi/2(C) G #„(Z2, ^0(^)).

Now apply Remark 2.2.   □

Remark 2.4. If A is a semisimple ring with involution, then every projective

(2/ + 1/dimensional quadratic Poincare complex (C, yp) over A is such that the

homology A -modules Hr(C) (0 < r ^ 2/ + 1) are f.g. projective, so that L2i+X(A) =

0 (cf. Ranicki [14]) and the semicharacteristic defines an isomorphism

Xl/2: Lh2l + X(A) =* coker{LP, + 2(A) -> £2,+1(Z2,£0U))):

(C,yp)^Xwi(C).

(See Davis [7] for a recent account of the applications of the semicharacteristic in

surgery theory.)   □
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More generally, given any *-invariant subgroup X C K0(A), there are defined the

intermediate quadratic L-groups L*(A) of w-dimensional quadratic Poincare com-

plexes (C^) over A with C projective and [C] g X C K0(A). Given *-invariant

subgroups Y cz X cz K0(A), there are defined relative cobordism groups L*-Y(A) of

w-dimensional quadratic Poincare pairs (D,C; Syp) over A with [C] cz Y,[D]cz X cz

K0(A), fitting into an exact sequence

• • •  - I*(A) - L*(A) - L^(A) - LU(A) - • • • .

The finiteness obstruction defines isomorphisms

X: LX„\A) - H„_X(Z2; Y/X); (D,C; Sp) - [D].

The isomorphisms of Theorem 2.1 are just the special case Y = {0} cA'= K0(A),

since

Ll°>e*°<A\A) = Li{A),       I*«*\A) = U(A).

Let Z2 act on the Whitehead torsion group KX(A) by

* : KX(A) -> KX(A); r{a: Am -» Am) -> t(o*: Am -» 4m),

where a* = (a,,) if a = (a,7). Given a *-invariant subgroup A' c AT,(yl) there are

defined the intermediate L-groups L*(A) of H-dimensional quadratic Poincare

complexes (C,yp) over A with C a based f.g. free A -module chain complex and the

Poincare duality chain equivalence (1 + T)yp0: C"~* -» C such that

r((l + T)yp0: C-* ^ c) cz X cz KX(A).

In particular,

l4p)c*,M)(i<) = Li(^);        l*.M)(^) = Lj(^).

Given *-invariant subgroups 7 c AT c ^,(^) there are defined relative cobordism

groups LXY(A) of H-dimensional quadratic Poincare pairs (D,C; Syp) over A with

D, C based f.g. free and

r(C,yp) = t.((1 + T)yp0: C"~^* ^ C) cz Y cz KX(A),

r(D,C; Syp) = t((1 + T)Syp0: D"* -* D/C) g X c ATjO).

The Whitehead torsion defines isomorphisms

r: L,fy(^)-^„_1(Z2; X/T);(Z),C;6»-t(L>,C;6^),

by analogy with Theorem 2.1.

Let now S cz A be a multiplicative subset of central nonzero divisors invariant

under the involution, so that the localization

S  XA = {a/s\a G A, s G S}

is defined and the inclusion A -> S ~lA; a -» a/I is a morphism of rings with

involution. An /l-module M is 5-torsion if S~lM = 0, or equivalently if for all

x&M there exists se5 such that sx = 0 g M. Let KX(A,S) denote the

Grothendieck group of stable isomorphism classes  xS(M) of PL  1   S-torsion
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d e
A -modules M, i.e. A -modules with a f.g. projective resolution 0-*Px^>P0->M^>0

such that S~xd cz Homs-i/4(S_1P1, S_1P0) is an isomorphism, subject to the rela-

tions

XS(M) - XS(M') + XS(M") = 0 g KX(A,S)

for exact sequences 0 -* M -» M' -» M" -» 0. The S-torsion duality defines an

involution

• : ^(,4,5)-tf^.S); x*(M) ^ XS(M A)

with /I acting on M A= Hom/4(M, S~lA/A) by

^ X MA^ MA;(a,<#>) -» (x-» $(x)a),

so that M A has the dual f.g. projective resolution

d* eA

0 -> P0*-»P*-> A/A->0

with

eA: P* -> MA; 0-» (<?(x) -» 0(y)A)

(x G P0, y G Plt <r G 5, sx = d(y) G P0).

The localization exact sequence of algebraic A'-theory

KX(A) — Kx(S~lA) ^ KX(A, S) i K0(A) -> K0(S~lA)

involves the maps induced in K0 and Kx by the inclusion A -* S~XA, and also the

maps

j: Kx(S-lA)^Kx(A,S);

r(a/s: S-lAm -* S~lAm) -» xs(/r/a(4M)) - XS(Am/sAm),

3: A1(^,S)^Jfe0(^);xs(M)^X(M)= [Pol-tA],

which are such that j* =  */', 3* = —  *3.

An /I-module chain complex C is S lA-acyclic if S~*C = S~l4 ®A C is an

acyclic S 14-module chain complex (i/„(S_1C) = S~'//*(C) = 0), or equivalently

if the homology A -modules //*(C) are S-torsion. An S~U-acyclic M-dimensional f.g.

projective /1-module chain complex C has an S-torsion characteristic xs(C) g

#,(/!, S) such that

3(xS(C"-*)) = (-ry(C)*GK,M,S).

If C is such that each Hr(C) (0 < r < n - 1) is a PL 1 S-torsion .4-module, then

xs{c)=Z{-Yxs(Hr(c))czKx(A,s).
r = 0

The localization exact sequence of algebraic L-theory for a * -invariant subgroup

Xqz KX(A,S)

•••  ^ Ly\A) ^ Un ̂ (S-'A) ^ Lxn(A,S) ̂  L^f(A) ^  •■■
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involves the cobordism groups LX(A,S) of S"Vl-acyclic (n - 1/dimensional

quadratic Poincare complexes (C, yp) over A with xs(C) g X cz Kx(A,S). If X

contains the elements xS(A/sA) (s g S) the S-torsion L-groups L2j(A,S) (resp.

L2i+X(A,S)) may be identified with the Witt groups of (-)'-quadratic linking forms

(resp. formations) defined using PL 1 S-torsion /4-modules M with x5(A/) cz X cz

KX(A, S), otherwise they are the Witt groups of formal differences of such objects

with virtual S-torsion characteristic in X. See Chapter 3 of Ranicki [16] for the

details, and also Pardon [11], Carlsson-Milgram [4] for the localization exact

sequence of Witt groups.

Theorem 2.5. The algebraic L-theory localization exact sequences for * -invariant

subgroups Y C X cz KX(A,S) fit together in a commutative diagram of exact se-

quences

1 J/ Jy >L

■••   -     H„(Z2,SX/dY)     -+      L*J(A)       -*      Llx(A)       -*      H„_x(Z2,dX/dY)     -   •■•

4/ w 4/ *■

■■•   - H„(Z2,j-'X/j-*Y) -* Lfir(S-U) -+ Lf'X(S-'A) -*  H„.X(Z2,j-lX/j~lY) -   ■•■

Iii 1

•••   -        Hn(Z2,X/Y)       -     LY(A,S)     ->     LX(A,S) -*        H„_X(Z2, X/Y)

ill 1

•••   -    H„_x(Z2,dX/SY)   -+     Ltl\(A)     -     Llxx(A) -*      H„_2(Z2,dX/dY)     -   •••

iii i

Proof. This is just a restatement of Proposition 3.7.1 of Ranicki [16].   D

Define

K0(A)S = ker(K0(A) -+ K^S^A)) = im(3: KX(A, S) -* K0(A)),

Lh„(A,S) = L^K^A's^k^A\A,S),

L„'(A,S) = LW'S\A,S).

In the case

Y = ker(3: KX(A,S) -> K0(A)) c X= KX(A,S),

the diagram of Theorem 2.5 collapses to the commutative braid of exact sequences

'■LAS   lA)-->Z,i>+1(/l,S)-  H„_x(z2,ka(A)S)

^L,]+1(A,S) L^S(A)'

H„{z2,Kn(A)S)->      I* (A)-» ^(S-'/J)
3
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In  particular,  for (A,S) = (Z[w], Z - {0}) (it  finite)  K0(A)S = KQ(Z[ir]) by

Swan's theorem, and this is just the braid (1.3) with

Li(A,S) = L^(Z[TT}),        L>(A,S) = L><w*{Z[<tt}).

Given *-invariant subgroups Y cz X cz KX(A,S) there are defined relative

cobordism groups LXY(A,S) of S" 14-acyclic (n - 1/dimensional quadratic Poin-

care pairs (D,C; Sp) over A such that

Xs(C)czY,        xS(D)czXczKx(A,S),

fitting into an exact sequence

■•■  -^ L:,(A,S) ^ LX(A,S) ^ LXY(A,S) ^ Ll_x(A,S) -^ •••.

Theorem 2.6. The S-torsion characteristic defines isomorphisms

XS:LXY(A,S)^H„_X(Z2,X/Y);       (D,C; 8+) - XSiD).

Proof. By analogy with Theorem 2.1.   □

Remark 2.7. By analogy with the isomorphisms of Remark 2.2 the S-torsion

characteristic also defines isomorphisms

ker(L„yU,S) - LX(A,S)) ^ coker{Lx+x(A,S) - Hn{Z2, X/Y));

(C,yp)^xS(D),

with (D, C; Sp) any S"l4-acyclic null-cobordism of (C, yp) such that xS(D) G X C

KX(A, S). Remark 1.6 is an expression of the isomorphism

ker(L*,U,S)-*L£(/l,S))^ coker(L'l, + l(A, S) -> H2,(z2, K0(A)S));

(C,yp)^X(D)

in terms of linking forms and torsion lagrangians, which is just the (/' - 2)-connected

case.    D

Corollary 2.3 has only a partial analogue for the torsion L-groups:

Corollary 2.8. Let (C,p) be an n-dimensional quadratic Poincare complex over A

such that the homology A-modules H*(C) are PL 1 S-torsion, such that Hf_x(C)-

Hf(C) = 0 if n = 2/ and H,(C) = 0 if n = 2/ + 1. Then (C,t//) = 0 G LP+X(A,S),

and if C is free

(C + ) = 3*('E i-YxWC))} g im(3*: H„(Z2; K0(A)S) - Lf,+X(A,S)).

Proof. If C is any n-dimensional f.g. projective /1-module chain complex with PL

1 S-torsion homology ^-modules H*(C), then for any f.g. projective ^-module

resolutions

0 -» Qr^P, -» Hr(C) -* 0       (0<r<n-l)
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C is chain equivalent to the chain complex

(d\ (o   d\

\0 \0    0 (0    d)

C':Qn-l^Pn-l®Qn-2      -      Pn-2®Qn-3^    " "    - A © Qo    ~»    ̂ V

Now if (C, >//) satisfies the stated conditions, there is defined an S~l4-acyclic

null-cobordism (D, C; Syp) with

(ff> (0   rf)
fl:fi,-i-Viefi.-i- ••• -^+2©e, + i   -   ^, + i-0- ••• -0

such that

XS(D)=    t   i-YxSiHriC))<EKxiA,S).
r=i+l

Now apply Remark 2.7.   D

A full analogue of Corollary 2.3 for the torsion L-groups would be that any

2/-dimensional quadratic Poincare complex (C,yp) over A with PL 1 S-torsion

homology A -modules H*(C) is such that

(c,^) = 3s('E(-)rx(//r(c)))

e im(ds: H2,(Z2, K0(A)S) ^ Lh2i+X(A,S))

= ker(Lh2l+x(A,S)^L2D, + x(A,S)).

However, Example 1.13 shows that this is false for (A,S) = (Z, Z - {0}) with i

odd, for in that case (C, yp) is an S-acyclic 2-dimensional quadratic Poincare

complex over A with

(C,^) = lGL2(Z) = Z2,    H0(C) = HX{C) = Z2,    H2(C) = 0,

so that Hm(C) is PL 1 S-torsion while K0(A)S = 0. The full analogue does hold for

the torsion L-groups if (A, S) is such that H*(Z2, S~lA/A) = 0, with Z2 acting on

S~lA/A by the involution. In that case there is defined an S~l4-acyclic null-cobor-

dism (D,C; St//) with

d) to d)
£>■ Qi.-i - p2,-i © 02,-2 - ■ • • - p,-+i © Q, - Pi - o -» • • • - o

such that

xs(^)=E1(-)rx(^(c))GJfr1(^I,s),
r = /

and Remark 2.7 applies as before. For arbitrary (A, S) the ith quadratic linking Wu

class of (C, yp) (defined in Chapter 3.3 of Ranicki [16])

v's(yp): H'(C) = H,(C) -» Hx(Z2,S~lA/A)

is an obstruction to defining such a null-cobordism (D, C; Syp). In Example 1.13 this

obstruction is nonzero, with

vl(yp) = 1: //'(C) = HX(C) = Z2 - HxiZ2,Q/Z) = Z2       (i = 1)
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detected by the Kervaire invariant. If (A, S) = (Z[vr], {odd}) for a finite 2-group 77,

then Hm(Z2, S~lA/A) = 0 and also every f.g. odd torsion Z[w]-module is PL 1 (cf.

Remark 1.5); it follows that the surgery obstruction of an //-dimensional normal

map /: M" -> N" with irx(M) = tr a finite 2-group, Kt(M) odd torsion and

Kt(M) = 0 if n = 2i + 1 is given by

°*if) = 4 'L(-)rx(Kr(M))\ G im(3: H„{Z2, K0(Z[tt])) - L*,(Z[tt]))

(n = 2; or 2/ + 1).

Note also that this example contradicts the quadratic even-dimensional case of

Proposition 7.1 of Ranicki [15,1]: if A is a Dedekind ring with involution and (C, yp)

is a 2/-dimensional quadratic Poincare complex over A the cobordism class (C, yp) G

L2I(A) is not in general the /'-fold skew-suspension S'(F'(C), yp) of the nonsingular

(- /-quadratic form on the f.g. projective ,4-module F'(C) = //'(C)/torsion. How-

ever, the instant surgery obstruction formula of Proposition 4.3 of [15, I] (for any

ring with involution A) applies to show that the cobordism class (C, yp) G L2i(A) is

the /'-fold skew-suspension S'( P, 6) of the nonsingular (- /-quadratic form over A

<        ,      I (I d* 0\
(P,9)=   coker    ,    w+1/ N :

\ \\i-)' + \l + T)yP0     dj

' 2 / Lo   ojj

with P a f.g. projective ^4-module. The error is repeated in Proposition 4.2.1iv) of

Ranicki [16]. However, if (C, yp) is a 2/-dimensional quadratic Poincare complex over

any A with f.g. projective homology ^-modules //*(C) then Corollary 2.3 above

shows that (C, yp) g L^(A) is represented by S'(H'(C), yp). Thus the description of

the isomorphism LAk + 2(Z) -> Z2 in Propositions 7.2 of [15, I] and 4.3.1 of [16]

should read (C,yp) -* Arf invariant of (H2k + x(C; Z2),yp). For a 2/-dimensional

symmetric Poincare complex (C, <£) over a Dedekind ring A the proof of Proposition

4.5 of [15,1] does show that (C, </>) g L2/(A) is represented by S\F\C\ </>).

3. Some product formulae. We consider a product (w + n/dimensional normal

map

g = 1 X /: Mf" X M" -> Mxm X N"

with Mf" a closed w-dimensional manifold, /: M" -^ N" an n-dimensional normal

map, and

TTX(MX) = TTX,      TTX(N) = TT,      17, ( Mx  X N ) = 77,   X 77.

The surgery obstruction aM(g) G Lhm+n(Z[<TTx X it]) is determined algebraically by

the symmetric signature a*(Mx) g L"h'(Z[Ttx]) and the surgery obstruction o+(f) cz

L'j(Z[77]); there is defined a product operation

(3.1) L£'(Z[77,]) ® LJ(Z[77]) - Lj,+„(Z[Wl X 77]);

(C,<p)<S(D,yp) -» (C®z />,</> ® t//)
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which on the chain level is just the tensor product of chain complexes, and

(3.2) a*(g) = a*(Mx) ® a.(/) G Lm + ,?(Z[771 X 77]),

where

o*(Mx) = (C,</>) G LKZfa]),        o.(f) = (D,p) G L*(Z[v])

with H*(C) = //*(A/,), HJiD) = K«(M); see Ranicki [15] for details.

It is not in general possible to evaluate (3.1) for finite groups 77,, 77, since the

symmetric L-groups L*(Z[77,]) are comparable in size to the entire bordism groups

Q*(Birx) (by unpublished work of G. Carlsson, for example). So it is better to try

and evaluate the particular products of (3.2) in the favorable circumstances where

o+(g) can be expressed in terms of the homology modules H+(MX), K*(M).

Theorem 3.3. ///: M" -» N" is a normal map such that

*.(/) = HiP}) e im(3: Hn(Z2; K0(Z[v])) - Lkn(Z[*\))

for some f.g. projective Z[ir]-module P, then the induced f.g. projective Z[ttx X 77]-

module Z[ttx] ® z P is such that

Mg) = x(A/,)3([Z[77,]®zP])

g im(3: Hm+„iZ2,K0{Z[nx X 77])) - Lhm + n{Z[rrx X 77]))

with x(A^,) g Z the Euler characteristic of Mx. In particular, if m is odd, then

X(Mx) = 0anda*(g) = 0.

Proof. Let (C = C(MX),</>) be the symmetric Poincare complex of Mx, and let

(D, yp) be the quadratic Poincare kernel of /, so that

H*(C) = H.(MX),       H*(D) = K*(M),

[C] = [C(MX)\ = x(A/,)[ZK]] g K0(Z[ttx])    (unreduced).

By Remark 2.2 (D, yp) admits a projective null-cobordism (SD, D; 8\p) with [8D] =

[P] g K0(Z[ir]). Then (C,<p) ® (D,yp) admits a projective null-cobordism (C ®

8D,C ® D; <j> ® Syp) such that

[C ® SL>] = [CCA/J ® 5/)] = x(A/,)[Z[t7,] ®zP] g /C0(Z[t7, X 77]),

and the theorem follows from Remark 2.2.    □

The product of (3.1) has a version for the torsion L-groups

L^'(Z[771]) ® I*Sr(ZM) - Lh„;?n+l{Z[nx X 77]);

(C,$)®(.D,i//)-» (C® Z>,«p® i//),

so that if

a*(/)Gim(L,';f1r(Z[77])-L^(Z[77])),

then

a,(g) g im(L^+,(Z[^i X 77]) - LAm + „(Z[771 X 77])).
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Theorem 3.4. Let n = dim N = 2/ + 1 be odd in (3.1), and suppose that o*(f)cz

Lh2i + 1(Z[tt]) is the image of (V,X,p)cz Lh2f°T2(Z[tT]) with (V,X,p) a nonsingular

( —)'+1-quadratic linking form on an FPL 1 torsion Z[<n]-module V such that (\V\,

177, X 771) = 1 (assuming ttx and tr are finite), and such that \V\ is also prime to all the

torsion in H*(MX). Then

(a) if m = dim Mx = 2 / + 1,

a*(g) = 3    L(-)kx(Hk(Mx)®V)\
\ *=o /

g im(3: H2i+2J+2{Z2,K0(Z[«X X 77])) -+ L*2/+2,.+2(Z[t7, X 77])),

(b) ifm = 2j, Ot(g) cz Lh2l + 2j+x(Z[-ux X 77]) is the image of

iHj(Mx) ® V, <p ®(X,n)) © Hfr+ML) g Lh2i?2J+2{Z[vx X 77])

with L a PL 1 torsion Z[ttx X ir]-module such that

X(L) = (-/E (-)kx(Hk(Mx) ® V) G K0{Z[ttx X 77]).
A=0

In particular, ifHj(Mx) = 0, then

°*(g) = 4'L(-)kx(Hk(Mx)®V))
\a--o /

g im(3: ^2/+27+1(Z2,*0(Z[ir1 X 77])) -» L5/+2y+1(Z[Wl X 77])).

Proof. By surgery below the middle dimension we may assume that

*-<MHoF IS::!:
It follows by the Kunneth theorem and the assumption on V that

„/w       ..*      /0 if r </or/•>/' +w,
Kr(Mx X M) =    „     / »> \ *» 1/    •# • -    ^ • l.

so that g=lx/:M1XA/-»A/1XA/ has PL 1 torsion kernel Z[irx X 77]-modules

K*(MX X M) (cf. Remark 1.5). Moreover, if m + n = 4k + 2, the Kervaire in-

variant o*(g) g Lm+n(Z) = Z2 is 0, since it is the evaluation on a*(Mx) ® or»(/) of

the product Lm(Z)® L„(Z) -* Lm+n(Z) (a special case of (3.1)) and a*(/) e

Ln(Z) = L2i+x(Z) = 0. The theorem now follows by a direct appliction of Theo-

rems 1.11,1.14.   □

Example 3.5. We start with the surgery problem

(3.6) id Xf: RP4'  ' X K4j+2 -» RP4/+1 X S4J+1

where / represents the usual Kervaire problem. Then Wall has proved [20, Theorem

13B.7, p. 181] that this problem represents the nontrivial element in the surgery

group L§(Z/2) = Z/2. Hence (3.6) can be surgered to

(3.7) g: JV«'+.0+3 -* RP«+i x S*J+2
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with

K(   )=f° if* *2(i+J) + l
\ Z/(%k + 3)     with trivial Z/2 action, 8A: + 3 prime if * = 2(i + j) + I.

Consequently, we have that

id X id xf: RP4s±1 X RP4+1 X K4j + 2 -* RP4i±1 X RP4, + 1 X S4j+2

is represented by 3{Z/(8/V + 3)}. But since K0(Z/2 X Z/2) = 0, it follows that

am(id X id X /) = 0 in all these cases.   □

4. A nontrivial example and other applications. We shall now construct a family of

products with nontrivial surgery obstructions. The first of these examples was

discovered by J. Morgan and W. Pardon, and later analyzed by L. Taylor and B.

Williams using different techniques.

Let 77 = Z/4 X Z/2, with generators t cz Z/2, u g Z/4. Define a 4-dimensional

normal map of closed manifolds

g= 1 xf: T2 X T2 -* T2 X S2

with /: P2 -» S2 the 2-dimensional normal map with Kervaire invariant

o,(/) = 1 G L2(Z) = Z2.

The original Morgan-Pardon example is the element o*(g) g L\(tt) obtained from

the actual surgery obstruction o*(g) g L\(Z X Z) via the evident surjection of

groups

771(P2) = Z X Z = (T, U\TU = UT) -* tt;       P - t,U-+u.

In fact, this example turns out to be a special case of the product formula, which we

will apply in Corollary 4.10 to obtain the complete answer for this group.

The following result provides a nice example of the use of the torsion projective

semicharacteristic (Theorem 1.11).

Proposition 4.1. The element o*(g) g L\(tt) is the image under 3 of the nontrivial

element [P] g H0(Z2; K0(Z[it])) = Z/2 represented by the PL 1 odd torsion Z[tr]-

module

P = Z[m}/(2- t,\ - u) = Z/3,

that is a*(g) = a([P}) & L\(tt).

Proof. Define rings

A = Z(Z) = Z[T,T~l],

A' = A ® A = Z(Z X Z) = Z[T, T~\ U,t/_1],

with the involutions f = T~\ U = U~\ The surgery obstruction o+(g) s Lj(A') is

represented by the 4-dimensional quadratic Poincare complex over A'

o#(g) = a*(S1)®a*(S1)®a,(/),
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with a*(Sl) = (C,$) the 1-dimensional symmetric Poincare complex over A of the

circle S1 and a*(f) = (D,yp) the 2-dimensional quadratic Poincare kernel over Z of

/.

d= 1 - T: Cx = A -» C0 = A,

/    1:C°-»C,,

*>-{-T:<?~c,      *.-1:C'-c.'

*o=(J     j): Dl = Z®Z^Dx = Z®Z,        D0 = D2 = 0.

The product

a*(S') ® o*(f) = (C ® D,<p®yp)

is a 3-dimensional quadratic Poincare complex over A with homology A-modules

/L(C® D) = (?® Z'    r~J'
rV \0, r # 1.

Algebraic surgery on the two A-module generators of HX(C ® D) results in a

cobordant 3-dimensional quadratic Poincare complex (E,6) over A with

H{E)=U/{l-T+T2),    r-1,

\0, r*l,

where

1-P+P2=1_:r        !
-P      1 - T

(= the Alexander polynomial of the trefoil knot). Thus

(C,<p)®(Z>,.//) = (P,0)GL*(A)

and am(g) = (C, </>) ® (C, </>) ® (D, t//) is cobordant to the 4-dimensional quadratic

Poincare complex over A' (£', 6') = (C, </>) ® (P, 6) with A'-homology modules

//(£0=fA/(l-P+PM-f/),   r-1,2,
\0, r#l,2.

Changing the coefficient ring from A' to Z[7r] by the surjection A' -* Z[tt]; T -» t,

U -» h we have

»,<zM.v*')-(*M/e-M-)-*.  '-JA
\0, r ¥= 1,2,

so that by Theorem 1.11

am(g) = Z[«]®y(E',0')

= 3([P]) g im(3: H0(Z2; K0(Z[-n])) -+ L\(tt)).    □

Lemma 4.2. K0(Z[ir]) = Z/2 with explicit representative generated by

x[Z(/)/(l - 2/)] = X«Z++/3» =x«Z+"/3» = x((Z~+/3)) =X«Z-/3».
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Proof. We assume it is well known that K0(Z[Z/2 X Z/2]) = 0. There is an

exact sequence

(4.3)       Kx(Zk) - Kx{Z{h)tr) ® Kx(Z2tt) -* Kx(Q2tt) - K0(Ztr) -+ 0

(see e.g. Hambleton-Milgram [9]), and

Kx(Q2m)/KxiZi\)it) © im(l + /(Z2(t7)})

_      u(z2(i) + )®u{z2(i)-)®(z2)4

<1 + 8t/,> © (1 + 8w2) ©■••©<! + 8w6> '

To obtain the rest of the calculation, consider the exact sequence which calculates

KX(Z2(TT)),

0 -+ Kx(Z2tt) -» Kx(Z2(Z/2 X Z/2)) © Kx(Z2(i)[Z/2})

->KxiF2(Z/2xZ/2)).

Here P2(Z/2 X Z/2)* = (Z/2)3 with generators u, t, I + u + t (where /, u are

generators for Z/2 X Z/2). The first two are cancelled from Kx(Z(\)tt), but the

third is not and forces the Z/2 in K0(ir). To see that this element x((3>++) is also

represented by the other elements claimed in 4.2 consider the unit 1 + (t - l)w

(t2 = 1, w4 = 1) in Z2(tt). Its images are

+ +    +-    - +    --    +,■      - /
1   ,   1   ,-1,-3,1,1-2/.

Next consider l+(r-l)(«2+l) with image

+ +    +-    -+    —    + ,■   -i
1,1,-3,-3,1,  1.

Also, w(l - u + u2) has image

+ +    +-    -+    —    +/   -t
1   , -3,   1   ,-3,1,1

and finally, 1 - (/ + l)(w2 + 1) has image

+ +    +-    -+    —    + /   -i
-3,-3,   1   ,   1,1,  1.

This completes the proof.    □

Corollary 4.4. The Lh-groups of it = Z/4 X Z/2 are given by

' Z6 © Z/2, * = 0,

Z/2, * = 1,

L*(^=    (Z/2)©Z2, * =2,

{Z/2)\ *=3.

In particular, L3(n) -* L3(-n) is an injection and

(4.5) 0^ {^0(Z/2,Jfe0(77)) = Z/2}^Lg(77)

is injective.
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Proof. Using Hambleton-Milgram [9, Lemmas 5.4, 5.7] and 4.2 we have that the

compositions

L0'(77)-Z6^/7odd(Z/2,£0(77)),

L2D(77)^Z2-./7odd(Z/2,Jft0(77))

are both zero. (This is an exceptional case, normally the map would have been onto,

but Z[i] does not have any nontorsion units.) But Lf(^) -» H^(Z/2, K0(ir)) is

onto, and since L[(tt) = 0, the result follows.    □

Theorem 4.6. The elements in L^(tr) which are detected by surgery problems on

closed manifolds are Z ® Z/2 c Lq(77) coming from the simply connected index

obstruction, and the Morgan-Pardon example, Z/2 c L2(77) (the simply connected

Kervaire problem) and (Z/2)2 cz Lh3(ir).   □

Remark 4.7. The Morgan-Pardon surgery problem is the simplest example of a

nontrivial obstruction in the image of the map 3 in (4.5).   □

Proof of 4.6. Since fl*(pt) ® Q -> fi*(77) ® Q is an isomorphism, it follows that

the only Z-free classes which occur have some finite multiples in the image of L+(l).

Thus the only thing left to prove is that the extra class in Lq(77) also detects.

Consider the surgery problem

(4.8) id Xp: L\x RP5 X K6 -+ L54X RP5 X S6.

Doing surgery on RP5 X A'6, we can assume (4.8) equivalent to

(4.9) id X p': L\ X M" -» L\x S6

with K*(p') = Ks(p') = (Z/3)++. Then applying 3.3, we have

a+(id xp') = 3{X(Z + ®(Z/3)+)} = 3{x(Z/3 + + )},

and the result follows from 4.2.   □

Corollary 4.10. Let tt, = Z/21 x Z/2, i > 2.

(a) im(3: Hev(Z/2, K0(ttx)) -» Lg(»,)) is never 0.

(b) There is a closed 4i-dimensional manifold N with fundamental group 77, and a

surgery problem f: M —> N with nontrivial Lh-surgery obstruction in the image of 3.

Proof. The problem

id x p: L\, x RP5 x K4J+2 -» l\, x RP5 x S*J+2

will serve since a covering of this problem is the one used in the proof of 4.6.

Moreover, the index invariant of this problem is zero, so the image of the surgery

obstruction in L^irf) = Z"(,) is 0, and the result follows.    □

Remark 4.11. This process ends when we go to 3-fold products. Indeed, Theorem

3.3 shows that the surgery obstruction

idXp: L2,x L2J X L2, X K4s + 2 -» L2, X L2, X L2* X S4s + 2

is always 0.    □
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In fact one of us will show in [10] that the Morgan-Pardon example is, in a very

precise sense, the only iterated product that can occur for surgery problems with

finite fundamental group. Indeed, [10], building on the work initiated here will show

that the only possible obstructions in these cases occur from products RP4,+1,

situations induced up from Morgan-Pardon examples, and situations induced up

from Cappell-Shaneson examples.

However, the structure of product formulae is much richer when we look at

infinite groups. Indeed, both the Milnor and Kervaire problems can be producted

arbitrarily often with circles to obtain nontrivial surgery problems in Lhn(Z[Zk]).
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